
James Webb Telescope

The James Webb Telescope, (planned launch 30th March 2020) will
be the successor to both the legendary Hubble Space Telescope,
and the Spitzer Space Telescope; it has been designed to have
increased sensitivity to infrared wavelengths in order to see much
further, older objects whose light have undergone more redshift, as
well as fainter objects obscured by dust.
A point of interest for astronomers is to analyse dust clouds that
form around certain objects, which can be identified by analysing
the intensity of the electromagnetic wavelengths received from the
object (viewed as a graph spectra).
Our job is to analyse point source data from the previous Spitzer
mission to identify interesting stars for the James Webb Telescope.

Context

OUR AIM: To analyze infrared spectra to classify sources, and identify potential targets for the James 
Webb Space Telescope (JWST)

Classification:

Training our Team:
Students from Godolphin and Latymer, Kensington
Aldridge Academy, and West London Free School
completed phase 1 training together, before
progressing to phase 2 as individual schools. Our
training involved:
• Classification guidance (shared digitally)
• Live webinars with the organising scientists to

ask relevant questions
• Creating flow charts and posters to reinforce

important points and details
• Group practice and discussions of difficult

graphs

Evaluation of Common Errors
Our accuracy on the training data left much to be
improved, but were mostly due to the same issues.
1) Confusion between YSO-1 and YSO-2

This simply required clarification and explanation
of the differentiating 15 micron ice feature.

2) Confusion between O-Rich stars and Other
This required more explanation during the
webinar, as well as more targeted practice data. To
conclude, O-rich spectra vary hugely in but one
must be stringent on the exact location of the 10
and 18 micron features

3) Multiple spectra for one point source
Only the first one may be used in the classification,
but others may be referred to in notes

Results
After a set of training data, and receiving and reflecting on
feedback, we started (and have now completed) classifying
our first set of real, unseen data, consisting of 51 point
sources.
While there were some interestingly varied forming stars and
nebulae, we were especially on the lookout for O-rich
evolved stars, which are hugely varied (and so more difficult
to identify), and the stars themselves may contain rare
materials such as silicate and ruby and are a source of
interest from astronomers.
While it is not up to us to decide what is a worthy potential
target for the JWST, we hope that our classifications and
notes are used by the team of scientists who do.

Next Steps
Throughout this process, we have all noted increased fluency
in interpreting spectra, as well as increased confidence and
reliability. This has not only allowed us to classify our data
faster and more effectively, but has also encouraged a more
in-depth understanding of the underlying physics. More
importantly, it has given invaluable insight into the
importance of peer reviewing and rigorous scientific method.
We have had great success in reaching all age groups of
students in our school and in forming a fun community of
physics-loving students, that has encouraged extra learning
and engaging conversations across the school years. We
hope to continue this trajectory as we receive more data,
and as we train more students to classify star spectra.

Our Data:

Protostars (Young Stellar Objects, YSO)
When large clouds of gas and dust start to
collapse inward and heat up, it produces enough
radiation to be recognised as a YSO-1, then
once it has accumulated enough material to
form a disc it is then classed as YSO-2.

• Rising continuum
• Absorption at 10 microns due to silicate 

dust
• YSO-1s have absorptions at 15 microns 

due to ice (YSO-2 are too hot to have 
this)

Main Sequence Stars
Once a protostar has
gained enough mass
and temperature it
starts undergoing
nuclear fusion. This
highly energetic
process is the defining
feature of any standard
star.
• Falling continuum
• Smooth spectra, 

with few features

Evolved stars
Once medium/ large sized main sequence star
has used up all of its hydrogen fuel, it starts
fusing helium into heavier elements such as
carbon and oxygen. Depending on the ratio of
carbon to oxygen in the star, these are classed
as Carbon Rich or Oxygen Rich.
• Falling continuum
• C rich has a sharp absorption at 13.7

microns due to (unsurprisingly) carbon
• O rich has absorptions or emissions at

10 and 18 microns due to silicate

Planetary
Nebulae
Formed when
smaller dying stars
collapse inwards
and expel their
outer layers of gas
• rising

continuum
flattens after
25 microns

• Sharp atomic
emission lines

Other
Any graph that has
enough valid data to
not be rejected as just
Noise, but still fits no
clear category of star.

Galaxy:
Anything that has a
redshift value is a
galaxy, receding away
from us at high
velocities

While there is a huge amount of variation between any two spectra, there are common factors across each category.
Continuum: The general trend of the graph. Hotter objects (stars) tend to produce more short wavelength light, and so have a falling continuum, labelled
“Stellar Component”, while cooler objects (dust clouds) produce more long wavelengths, which is labelled as “red excess”. Some odd graphs may have a flat or
dipping trend that could be a stellar component and red excess superimposed.

Features: Noticeable dips (absorptions) or peaks (emissions) that are not part of the general trend are due to the presence of different materials; these could
be broader due to molecules such as ice or silicate, or very narrow for specific elements (Atomic emissions lines). Checked against specific wavelengths,
measured in micrometres (microns)Microns)

Increasing Reliability
In order to reduce careless errors, we implemented a
more rigorous approach for the real data:
1) Initial classification must be done by two or more

people, with at least one senior member per group
2) Point sources were reassigned, and classified again

by shuffled groups (Peer reviewing)
3) The two classifications are compared, and any

mismatched ones were brought up for group
discussion and a final classification was determined
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